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New

AluAs: The Cost-Saving
System for Walls and Slabs

n Flexible: AluAs is easy to handle even
in cramped site conditions and takes
care of both wall and slab pours. The
wide-ranging arrangement of panel sizes
enable the contractor to minimise filler
areas. Up to 3 m there is no need for

n Robust and durable: The high-quality
annealed powder coating on the profile
makes the frame scratch and shock
resistant while the closed hollow frame
increases torsional stability.
n Easy to clean: Being closed, the frame
is immune to concrete penetrating while
the coating reduces concrete adhesion.
n Time saving: The AluAs features
state-of-the-art technology in panelized
formwork. Identical attachment of all
accessories to the multi-function profile
reduces the number of parts required
and makes work safe and fast.
n Safety: AluAs is easy to assemble
error-free and offers best-in-class safety
benefits for every pour.

AluAs Panel sizes (*)
Widths (cm)
150 264 300

n Feather weight: The light-weight
alumninium frame makes the system
crane-independent. AluAs can be set up
and handled by just one worker.

height extensions. Work smart and fast
from simple planning to easy stripping.

Heights (cm)

AluAs is the cost-saving, light-weight
champion among hand-set formwork
systems, ideal for all concrete jobs
from walls and slabs in mass housing
to garden and landscaping, from commercial and infrastructure all the way
to renovation or extension works.
High-class technical features make the
AluAs an optimum solution for safe,
easy, cost-saving concrete pours:
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(*) Special sizes on request
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NEW

Panel connection by clamp
The original MEVA clamp (assembly lock)
joins and aligns panels with just a few
hammer blows. It has no losable parts and
weighs only 1.5 kg.

Grip profile for easy handling
The AluAs panels are easy to grip and move
even when wet thanks to the ergonomic
grip profile in the aluminium frame.

Easy attachment of accessories
All accessories are attached to the MEVA
multi-function profile and its welded-in
Dywidag nuts. This safe connection saves
additional parts, labour and effort.

AluAs: Saving Time, Saving Labour
Corners easy to form
All corners from 0 to 180 degrees are easy
to form with inside and outside corners
as well as continuously adaptable hinged
corners.

Pouring with dry ties
Foundations or small walls can be formed
quickly and easily without any ties through
the concrete (dry ties) by using the foundation tape and tensioner.

Forming face
The AluAs is equipped with a standard
birchwood ply facing coated with phenolic
reson. Its benefits: low costs and good pour
results.
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AluAs: Light-weight and flexible for safe, fast work.
Saves time and money. Convince yourself.

